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Introducing Leadership is a highly practical textbook which draws on robust research to present a clear picture of what
leadership actually involves. It explores why leadership has become so important in recent years; the role leadership plays
in achieving organisational success; the skills that effective leaders need; and the steps that anyone can take to become
an effective leader. This second edition expands its coverage into ethical practice and emotional intelligence, and looks at
the impact that our increasing understanding of the brain is having on leadership behaviour and performance. It also
considers the importance of trust for effective leadership. Throughout the book there are boxes providing detailed
exploration of key concepts, and case studies and review questions appear at the end of each chapter to stimulate critical
thinking. Introducing Leadership is for people at all levels in organisations, particularly those aspiring to their first
leadership role or studying for leadership qualifications at ILM or CMI Levels 3 to 5.
Electronic Inspection Copy available for instructors here What are the main characteristics of effective leadership? How
can we understand leadership today? This wide-ranging, inter-disciplinary book provides readers with a complete
introduction to the essentials of leadership. Included here are accessible and insightful entries on what leadership is, how
it is practised and the relevant strengths and pitfalls. The book provides a one stop introductory guide to one of the most
central and contested concepts in the social sciences. An invaluable reference tool, this book offers insight into issues
such as: • Are leaders born or made? • Authoritarian versus participative leadership • The psychology of leaders and
followers • Leadership development • Leadership styles, skills and functions • Leadership in practice This book is an
indispensable guide to the central concepts of leadership for professionals and students alike.
The Fourth Edition of Peter G. Northouse’s bestselling Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice provides
readers with a clear overview of the complexities of practicing leadership and concrete strategies for becoming better
leaders. The text is organized around key leader responsibilities such as creating a vision, establishing a constructive
climate, listening to outgroup members, and overcoming obstacles. Three interactive components in every chapter—selfassessment questionnaires, observational exercises, and reflection and action worksheets—get readers actively involved in
applying leadership concepts to their own lives. Grounded in leadership theory and the latest research, the fully updated,
highly practical Fourth Edition includes a new chapter on how leaders can embrace diversity and inclusion, as well as new
material on the dark side of leadership and a new ethical leadership style questionnaire.
Peter Northouse combines an introduction to the basic principles of leadership with practical applications for becoming a
better leader in the Second Edition of this best-selling text. Interactive elements in each chapter help students test their
leadership style, build skills, and apply leadership concepts to their own lives. This dynamic new interactive ebook version
mirrors the content of the print book, and is ideal for students in online and traditional courses who prefer a more
contemporary, multimedia-integrated presentation for learning. It provides students with interactive versions of the
book’s questionnaires with save-able results, plus integrated links to video, audio, and journal articles. Students also have
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access to study tools such as highlighting, bookmarking, note-taking, an interactive glossary, and more!
The 5 Levels of Leadership
For College Students Who Want to Make a Difference
The Future of Leadership Development
Introduction to Leadership Interactive eBook
Essentials of Management and Leadership in Public Health
Ten Traits of Highly Effective Principals

In times of constant change, adaptive leadership is critical. This Harvard Business Review collection brings together
the seminal ideas on how to adapt and thrive in challenging environments, from leading thinkers on the topic—most
notably Ronald A. Heifetz of the Harvard Kennedy School and Cambridge Leadership Associates. The Heifetz
Collection includes two classic books: Leadership on the Line, by Ron Heifetz and Marty Linsky, and The Practice of
Adaptive Leadership, by Heifetz, Linsky, and Alexander Grashow. Also included is the popular Harvard Business
Review article, “Leadership in a (Permanent) Crisis,” written by all three authors. Available together for the first
time, this collection includes full digital editions of each work. Adaptive leadership is a practical framework for
dealing with today’s mix of urgency, high stakes, and uncertainty. It has been used by individuals, organizations,
businesses, and governments worldwide. In a world of challenging environments, adaptive leadership serves as a
guide to distinguishing the essential from the expendable, beginning the meaningful process of adaption, and
changing the status quo. Ronald A. Heifetz is a cofounder of the international leadership and consulting practice
Cambridge Leadership Associates (CLA) and the founding director of the Center for Public Leadership at the
Harvard Kennedy School. He is renowned worldwide for his innovative work on the practice and teaching of
leadership. Marty Linsky is a cofounder of CLA and has taught at the Kennedy School for more than twenty-five
years. Alexander Grashow is a Senior Advisor to CLA, having previously held the position of CEO.
This bundle includes: Northouse, Leadership 7e + Northouse, Introduction to Leadership 4e
Leadership: Theory and Practice, Fifth Edition is the market-leading survey text for leadership courses across
disciplines. Author Peter Northouse combines an academically robust account of major theories, approaches,
models, and themes of leadership with an accessible style and numerous practical exercises to allow students to
apply what they learn about leadership both to themselves and to specific contexts and situations. The book is
divided into fifteen chapters, which cover all of the key aspects in the leadership field: defining leadership; trait
approaches; skills approaches; style approaches; situational approach; contingency theory; path-goal theory; leadermember exchange theory; authentic leadership; transformational leadership; team leadership; psychodynamic
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approach; diversity and leadership; culture and leadership, and leadership ethics. Enhancing the academic coverage
are new case examples, questions for reflection, and leadership instruments and questionnaires that promote a more
interactive and enriching experience for students. Features and Benefits Breadth of theory coverage is substantial
yet synthesized in such a way as to leave room for specific application and greater discussion of discipline- or
program-specific issues Numerous, contemporary case studies supplement each major theory or topic to allow
students to apply leadership concepts to specific scenarios Leadership instruments and questionnaires provide
effective reflection opportunities and often add a a significant and immediate reality check to the theory presented
New coverage of authentic leadership and servant leadership expose students to additional contemporary theories
and concepts of leadership The chapter on Women and Leadership is expanded to broader diversity issues, to still
include gender The enhanced Instructor Resources offer more test items, new cases, and access to academic journal
articles, organized by topic and/or discipline. A new accompanying Study Site- featuring additional topics, exercises,
projects, cases, chapter summaries, video clips, and social networking tools- encourages active participation and
learning among groups inside or outside the classroom Looking for other titles for your Leadership courses? SAGE
has published over 500 books on Leadership, and we "ve developed a web page to help you find just the right one for
your class.
"The Fifth Edition of Peter G. Northouse's bestselling Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice provides
readers with a clear, concise overview of the complexities of practicing leadership and concrete strategies for
becoming better leaders. The text is organized around key leader responsibilities such as creating a vision,
establishing a constructive climate, listening to outgroup members, and overcoming obstacles. Case studies, selfassessment questionnaires, observational exercises, and reflection and action worksheets engage readers to apply
leadership concepts to their own lives. Grounded in leadership theory and the latest research, the fully updated,
highly practical Fifth Edition includes a new chapter on destructive leadership, new cases, and new Leadership
Snapshots. New to this Edition ] New chapter on Exploring Destructive Leadership analyses the causes of toxic
leadership and discusses practical ways to confront and extinguish it. ] 18 new Case Studies that illustrate core
concepts and allow readers to solve real world leadership challenges. ] 5 new Leadership Snapshots including
profiles of Michelle Obama, Jasmine Crowe, and Elizabeth Homes. ] New questionnaire on abusive leadership helps
readers understand the dimensions of destructive leadership as well as their own destructive tendencies"-A True Story of Turning Followers into Leaders
Bundle: Northouse: Leadership 7e + Northouse: Introduction to Leadership 3e
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Leading Change in Multiple Contexts
Adaptive Leadership: The Heifetz Collection (3 Items)
Theory and Practice
Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice [With All Systems Go]
Includes new chapter on Destructive Leadership! The Fifth Edition of Peter G. Northouse's bestselling Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and
Practice provides readers with a clear, concise overview of the complexities of practicing leadership and concrete strategies for becoming better
leaders. The text is organized around key leader responsibilities such as creating a vision, establishing a constructive climate, listening to outgroup
members, and overcoming obstacles. Case studies, self-assessment questionnaires, observational exercises, and reflection and action worksheets
engage readers to apply leadership concepts to their own lives. Grounded in leadership theory and the latest research, the fully updated, highly
practical Fifth Edition includes a new chapter on destructive leadership, 18 new cases, and 5 new Leadership Snapshots. Also available as a digital
option (courseware). Learn more about Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Fifth Edition - Vantage Digital Option.
The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties, showed how great companies triumph over time and how long-term
sustained performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the verybeginning. But what about the company that is not born with
great DNA? How can good companies, mediocre companies, even bad companies achieve enduring greatness? The Study For years, this question
preyed on the mind of Jim Collins. Are there companies that defy gravity and convert long-term mediocrity or worse into long-term superiority? And
if so, what are the universal distinguishing characteristics that cause a company to go from good to great? The Standards Using tough benchmarks,
Collins and his research team identified a set of elite companies that made the leap to great results and sustained those results for at least fifteen
years. How great? After the leap, the good-to-great companies generated cumulative stock returns that beat the general stock market by an average of
seven times in fifteen years, better than twice the results delivered by a composite index of the world's greatest companies, including Coca-Cola, Intel,
General Electric, and Merck. The Comparisons The research team contrasted the good-to-great companies with a carefully selected set of
comparison companies that failed to make the leap from good to great. What was different? Why did one set of companies become truly great
performers while the other set remained only good? Over five years, the team analyzed the histories of all twenty-eight companies in the study. After
sifting through mountains of data and thousands of pages of interviews, Collins and his crew discovered the key determinants of greatness -- why
some companies make the leap and others don't. The Findings The findings of the Good to Great study will surprise many readers and shed light on
virtually every area of management strategy and practice. The findings include: Level 5 Leaders: The research team was shocked to discover the type
of leadership required to achieve greatness. The Hedgehog Concept (Simplicity within the Three Circles): To go from good to great requires
transcending the curse of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you combine a culture of discipline with an ethic of entrepreneurship, you get
the magical alchemy of great results. Technology Accelerators: Good-to-great companies think differently about the role of technology. The
Flywheel and the Doom Loop: Those who launch radical change programs and wrenching restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the leap.
“Some of the key concepts discerned in the study,” comments Jim Collins, "fly in the face of our modern business culture and will, quite frankly, upset
some people.” Perhaps, but who can afford to ignore these findings?
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Bundle the Print Version of Peter G. Northouse’s Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Third Edition with the Interactive eBook for
FREE! Peter G. Northouse, Introduction to Leadership Concepts and Practice, Third Edition Offering a straightforward introduction to the basic
principles of leadership, Peter G. Northouse’s Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Third Edition provides readers with practical
strategies for becoming more effective leaders in organizational settings and in their own lives. Grounded in leadership theory, this applied and
reader-friendly text emphasizes the invaluable “how-to” components of leadership. Focusing on developing the unique strengths of the leader, it
presents an array of interactive learning tools that help readers identify their leadership preferences, reflect on leadership opportunities and
experiences, and strengthen their leadership skills. Peter G. Northouse, Introduction to Leadership Concepts and Practice Interactive Ebook, Third
Edition This dynamic new Interactive eBook version of the Peter G. Northouse’s Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Third Edition is
ideal for students in online and traditional courses who prefer a more contemporary, multimedia-integrated presentation for learning. It provides
students with integrated links to engaging video and audio as well as access to complete academic and professional articles, all from the same pages
found in the printed text. Students will also have immediate access to study tools such as highlighting, bookmarking, note-taking, and more! Please
contact your Sales Representative for more information.
First Published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Why Some Companies Make the Leap...And Others Don't
Introduction to Leadership Vantage Shipped Access Card
Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Fifth Edition
Proven Steps to Maximize Your Potential
Women and Leadership
A Practical Approach

This Interactive eBook with SAGE Premium Video and Interactive Leadership Assessments is only $5 when bundled with the new
edition! Instructors: Bundle the Interactive eBook with its print version and your students get the eBook for only $5! Order using
bundle ISBN: 978-1-5063-7122-1 Contact your Sales Representative for more information. Students: Still need to purchase an
Access Code? Just select the "BUY NOW" button on this page to purchase your interactive eBook and obtain your individual access
code. This dynamic Interactive eBook version of the Fourth Edition of Peter G. Northouse's bestselling Introduction to Leadership:
Concepts and Practice goes way beyond highlighting and note-taking! Read your mobile-friendly eBook anywhere, anytime with
easy access across desktop, smartphone, and tablet devices. Using the VitalSource Bookshelf platform, download your book to a
personal computer and read it offline, share notes and highlights with instructors and classmates who are using the same eBook, and
"follow" friends and instructors as they make their own notes and highlights. Simply click on icons in the eBook to experience a
broad array of multimedia resources as well as get access to academic and professional articles. Interactive Leadership Assessments:
Readers receive an analysis of their questionnaire score and personalized, pragmatic feedback for further strengthening of their
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leadership abilities. VIDEO: Relevant interviews, lectures, personal stories, inquiries, animated graphics, and other clips bring deeper
learning and understanding as you explore key topics. AUDIO: Engaging podcasts and audio resources supplement and enrich key
points within the text. REFERENCE AND JOURNAL ARTICLES: Access to articles from SAGE's influential journals, handbooks,
and encyclopedias offer important background and exposure to seminal work in your field of study.
Children in today's world are inundated with information about who to be, what to do and how to live. But what if there was a way to
teach children how to manage priorities, focus on goals and be a positive influence on the world around them? The Leader in Meis
that programme. It's based on a hugely successful initiative carried out at the A.B. Combs Elementary School in North Carolina. To
hear the parents of A. B Combs talk about the school is to be amazed. In 1999, the school debuted a programme that taught The 7
Habits of Highly Effective Peopleto a pilot group of students. The parents reported an incredible change in their children, who
blossomed under the programme. By the end of the following year the average end-of-grade scores had leapt from 84 to 94. This
book will launch the message onto a much larger platform. Stephen R. Covey takes the 7 Habits, that have already changed the lives
of millions of people, and shows how children can use them as they develop. Those habits -- be proactive, begin with the end in
mind, put first things first, think win-win, seek to understand and then to be understood, synergize, and sharpen the saw -- are critical
skills to learn at a young age and bring incredible results, proving that it's never too early to teach someone how to live well.
With this text, Peter Northouse provides a description and analysis of a wide variety of different theoretical approaches to leadership,
paying special attention to how each theory can be employed to improve leadership in practice.
Affordable online platform includes textbook content and helps you study Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice Vantage Digital Option, Fifth Edition is a learning and reading platform that makes it easier to understand your course material so
you can get a better grade. It blends short, interactive multimedia activities with examples and presents them in easy-to-read sections
of content from Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Fifth Edition by Peter G. Northouse. The short quizzes with
guided feedback let you know where to focus your precious study time. Key Features Affordable value: access to quality learning
tools at a wallet-friendly price. Convenient eReader: With the eReader, you can learn and study when and where you prefer, with
content from the textbook presented in easy-to-read sections. Chapter tests: end-of-chapter tests reinforce important themes and make
it easy to track your progress. Instant feedback: immediate feedback on every question indicates if your answer is correct or incorrect,
along with why, and makes it easier to learn and prepare for class. Grade access: grades flow automatically to the student dashboard
when you complete your assignments, so you know exactly where you stand in your course and where you might improve. About
Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Fifth Edition Peter G. Northouse's Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and
Practice provides readers with a clear, concise overview of the complexities of practicing leadership and concrete strategies for
becoming better leaders. The text is organized around key leader responsibilities such as creating a vision, establishing a constructive
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climate, listening to outgroup members, and overcoming obstacles. This product will require a course-key from your instructor. If
you were given the ISBN for the shipped, printed Vantage Access Card version (978-1-0718-0745-3), this is the same product; but,
this will be digitally delivered instead.
Good to Great
Leadership + Interactive Ebook + Introduction to Leadership, 4th Ed. + Interactive Ebook
A Critical Introduction
Bundle: Northouse: Introduction to Leadership 3e + Northouse: Leadership Case Studies in Education
Strengths Based Leadership
Brave Work. Tough Conversations. Whole Hearts.
Increase your own effectiveness with the help of the built-in facilitator's guide, ideas, reflections, behaviors,
habits, and inspiring stories.
Two leadership consultants identify three keys to being a more effective leader: knowing your strengths and
investing in others' strengths, getting people with the right strengths on your team, and understanding and
meeting the four basic needs of those who look to you for leadership.
Introduction to Leadership, Third Edition Offering a straightforward introduction to the basic principles of
leadership, Peter G. Northouse's Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Third Edition provides readers
with practical strategies for becoming more effective leaders in organizational settings and in their own lives.
Grounded in leadership theory, this applied and reader-friendly text emphasizes the invaluable "how-to"
components of leadership. Focusing on developing the unique strengths of the leader, it presents an array of
interactive learning tools that help readers identify their leadership preferences, reflect on leadership
opportunities and experiences, and strengthen their leadership skills. Leadership Case Studies in Education
Leadership Case Studies in Education looks at leadership through the eyes of educators. The text examines how
the major theories and models of leadership apply to education. Taking a clear, concise, and informative
approach, Peter G. Northouse, Marie Lee, and contributors from all levels of the education discipline provide
readers with real-world case studies that illustrate the complex leadership challenges and issues facing educators
today. Engaging, practical, and relevant, Leadership Case Studies in Education is the perfect companion for
educational leadership courses.
We offer these texts bundled together at a discount for your students! Peter G. Northouse, Leadership: Theory and
Practice Seventh Edition Turning One Million Readers into Stronger Leaders Translated into 12 different languages
and used in 89 countries, this market-leading text successfully combines an academically robust account of the
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major theories and models of leadership with an accessible style and practical exercises that help students apply
what they learn. Peter G. Northouse wrote each chapter in a consistent format, allowing students to contrast the
various theories. Every chapter includes three case studies that provide students with practical examples of the
theories discussed. Over 1,000 colleges, universities, and institutions worldwide have adopted this a Northouse
text already and the number continues to grow as future leaders are built with each revision. Peter G. Northouse,
Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice Third Edition Offering a straightforward introduction to the basic
principles of leadership, Peter G. Northouse'sIntroduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, Third Edition
provides readers with practical strategies for becoming more effective leaders in organizational settings and in
their own lives. Grounded in leadership theory, this applied and reader-friendly text emphasizes the invaluable
“how-to” components of leadership. Focusing on developing the unique strengths of the leader, it presents an
array of interactive learning tools that help readers identify their leadership preferences, reflect on leadership
opportunities and experiences, and strengthen their leadership skills. Please contact your Sales Representativefor
more information.
Leadership Case Studies in Education
Introduction to Leadership
Great Leaders, Teams, and Why People Follow
Leadership
Northouse: Introduction to Leadership 3e + Northouse: Introduction to Leadership 3e Interactive Ebook

The book will help nurses and other health care professionals improve their personal communication style and master
one of the most important aspects of health care - effective communication with the patient. New sections in this edition
include a chapter on multicultural issues; new material on communicating across the lifespan; attention on public health
issues, ethics and effective communication techniques; and case studies for communicating with AIDS patients and
"family".
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Bren Brown has taught us what it means to dare greatly, rise strong, and brave
the wilderness. Now, based on new research conducted with leaders, change makers, and culture shifters, she’s showing
us how to put those ideas into practice so we can step up and lead. Look for Bren Brown’s new podcast, Dare to Lead,
as well as her ongoing podcast Unlocking Us! NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BLOOMBERG
Leadership is not about titles, status, and wielding power. A leader is anyone who takes responsibility for recognizing the
potential in people and ideas, and has the courage to develop that potential. When we dare to lead, we don’t pretend to
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have the right answers; we stay curious and ask the right questions. We don’t see power as finite and hoard it; we know
that power becomes infinite when we share it with others. We don’t avoid difficult conversations and situations; we lean
into vulnerability when it’s necessary to do good work. But daring leadership in a culture defined by scarcity, fear, and
uncertainty requires skill-building around traits that are deeply and uniquely human. The irony is that we’re choosing not
to invest in developing the hearts and minds of leaders at the exact same time as we’re scrambling to figure out what we
have to offer that machines and AI can’t do better and faster. What can we do better? Empathy, connection, and
courage, to start. Four-time #1 New York Times bestselling author Bren Brown has spent the past two decades studying
the emotions and experiences that give meaning to our lives, and the past seven years working with transformative
leaders and teams spanning the globe. She found that leaders in organizations ranging from small entrepreneurial
startups and family-owned businesses to nonprofits, civic organizations, and Fortune 50 companies all ask the same
question: How do you cultivate braver, more daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of courage in your culture?
In this new book, Brown uses research, stories, and examples to answer these questions in the no-BS style that millions
of readers have come to expect and love. Brown writes, “One of the most important findings of my career is that daring
leadership is a collection of four skill sets that are 100 percent teachable, observable, and measurable. It’s learning and
unlearning that requires brave work, tough conversations, and showing up with your whole heart. Easy? No. Because
choosing courage over comfort is not always our default. Worth it? Always. We want to be brave with our lives and our
work. It’s why we’re here.” Whether you’ve read Daring Greatly and Rising Strong or you’re new to Bren Brown’s work,
this book is for anyone who wants to step up and into brave leadership.
Women and Leadership, edited by George R. Goethals and Crystal L. Hoyt of the Jepson School of Leadership Studies
at the University of Richmond, is a compact collection of thoughtful essays by experts on leadership theory as well as
women’s history. Women and Leadership has been designed to help students and citizens who want a more nuanced
explanation of what we know about women as leaders, and about how they have led in different fields, in different parts
of the world, and in past centuries. It includes twenty biographies of women leaders in many different domains—not only
politics but also education, fashion, sports, and social and environmental movements.
We offer these texts bundled together at a discount for your students. Northouse, Introduction to Leadership: Concepts
and Practice, 2e "Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice demonstrates Northouse's depth and breadth of
experience as an academician and consultant. He is patently passionate about communicating not only the essence of
leadership but the manner in which thoughtful leadership can transform people, communities, and organizations."
-Journal of Leadership Studies Providing practical strategies for becoming a better leader, this bestselling book includes
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interactive elements to help students apply leadership concepts to their own lives. A compelling approach to lasting
educational change informed by lessons learned and new successes worldwide! In an expressive and absorbing style,
this penetrating volume offers a plan for viable and sustainable educational reform that reflects research on traditional
methods and new findings from successful school initiatives around the globe. Beginning with an incisive analysis of the
three major educational change efforts of the past 25 years, Andy Hargreaves and Dennis Shirley offer a plan that
integrates government policy, professional involvement, and public engagement to create an environment of greater
inclusiveness, security, and humanity. Drawing on “Four Horizons of Hope”-examples of promising implementation and
practice-the book demonstrates how districts and schools can achieve dramatic improvement built on: Six Pillars of
Purpose that support change Three Principles of Professionalism that drive change Four Catalysts of Coherence that
sustain change Written for educators, consultants, and administrators at the school and district level, The Fourth Way
represents an innovative vision of educational change for meeting the dramatic problems and dynamic challenges facing
educators in the 21st century.
Introducing Leadership
Turn the Ship Around!
History, Theories, and Case Studies
Strategies for Health Professionals
Concepts and Practice
How Schools and Parents Around the World are Inspiring Greatness, One Child at a Time

"English successfully challenges the established educational community to rethink the current state of research on school leadership in the
social sciences...The inclusion of theory, discourse, and stories of recognized leaders followed by chapter learning extensions that include key
concepts, movie recommendations, and prompted reflective journaling makes this book a most valuable resource for the educational leadership
community." —H.J. Bultinck, CHOICE "The Art of Educational Leadership provides one of the most complete examinations of leadership that I
have encountered. I admire the way it urges students to think and reflect. The format allows individual learners to focus on those materials that
best fit their learning style while the numerous presentations of a single topic through the different modalities strengthens the learning. This text
is a fresh, new look at leadership..." —Louise L MacKay, East Tennessee State University "Fenwick W. English returns to themes of leadership
he explored in more than 20 earlier books and dozens of presentation to educator audiences. He favors "re-centering educational leadership in
the humanities," rather than acting on the recommendation of the business literature, and he emphasizes the use of films as a way to humanize
leadership concepts." —THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR "Excellent cogent analysis of key concepts of leadership are presented in a reader
friendly style." —Saul B. Grossman, Temple University Moves beyond established notions of leadership to recognize that effective leading is
about drama and performance—artistry! The Art of Educational Leadership: Balancing Performance and Accountability stresses the human side
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of leadership. No other text on this topic demonstrates so ably the importance of artistry in leadership in a field that has been lopsidedly
dominated by concepts informed by science. Presenting the idea that leadership is an art, this book: Exemplifies a balance between the science
and the art of educational leadership: The real improvement of practice is rooted in the art of application, which is about context and represents
the key to leadership practice. Connects content material to self-discovery: Exercises at the end of each chapter include creating a personal,
reflective journal to engage the reader in and reflect upon theories and practices presented in the book. Films are suggested for viewing to
illustrate the interaction between context, culture, decisions, and outcomes. Portrays multicultural leadership in action: Biography boxes
throughout the book share how multicultural educational and political leaders who have been recognized as "expert" practitioners learned the art
of leadership in the public arena. This is the first book in educational leadership to sketch out a balance between the science and the art of the
field. The text illustrates how performance and practice represent the art, while the delineation of the skills and conceptual models represent the
science.
"This is a must-have book for educational leadership." –Joseph Mukuni, Virginia Tech University Engaging, practical, and relevant, Leadership
Case Studies in Education, Second Edition applies leadership theories in educational settings. Designed to be used alongside Leadership:
Theory and Practice, Eighth Edition, this casebook provides relevant, substantive, and contemporary case studies on leadership issues in Higher
Education and K-12 Education. Each of the 32 case studies include critical thinking questions that encourage students to apply leadership theory
and concepts to real-life situations. Fully updated with new citations, statistics, and a new chapter on followership, Leadership Case Studies in
Education is the perfect companion for educational leadership courses. Bundle with Northouse’s Leadership: Theory and Practice, Eighth
Edition ISBN: 978-1-5443-3018-1
Use this helpful book to learn about the leadership tools to fuel success, grow your team, and become the visionary you were meant to be. True
leadership isn't a matter of having a certain job or title. In fact, being chosen for a position is only the first of the five levels every effective
leader achieves. To become more than "the boss" people follow only because they are required to, you have to master the ability to invest in
people and inspire them. To grow further in your role, you must achieve results and build a team that produces. You need to help people to
develop their skills to become leaders in their own right. And if you have the skill and dedication, you can reach the pinnacle of
leadership—where experience will allow you to extend your influence beyond your immediate reach and time for the benefit of others. The 5
Levels of Leadership are: 1. Position—People follow because they have to. 2. Permission—People follow because they want to. 3.
Production—People follow because of what you have done for the organization. 4. People Development—People follow because of what you have
done for them personally. 5. Pinnacle—People follow because of who you are and what you represent. Through humor, in-depth insight, and
examples, internationally recognized leadership expert John C. Maxwell describes each of these stages of leadership. He shows you how to
master each level and rise up to the next to become a more influential, respected, and successful leader.
“One of the 12 best business books of all time…. Timeless principles of empowering leadership.” – USA Today "The best how-to manual
anywhere for managers on delegating, training, and driving flawless execution.” —FORTUNE Since Turn the Ship Around! was published in
2013, hundreds of thousands of readers have been inspired by former Navy captain David Marquet’s true story. Many have applied his insights
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to their own organizations, creating workplaces where everyone takes responsibility for his or her actions, where followers grow to become
leaders, and where happier teams drive dramatically better results. Marquet was a Naval Academy graduate and an experienced officer when
selected for submarine command. Trained to give orders in the traditional model of “know all–tell all” leadership, he faced a new wrinkle when
he was shifted to the Santa Fe, a nuclear-powered submarine. Facing the high-stress environment of a sub where there’s little margin for error,
he was determined to reverse the trends he found on the Santa Fe: poor morale, poor performance, and the worst retention rate in the fleet.
Almost immediately, Marquet ran into trouble when he unknowingly gave an impossible order, and his crew tried to follow it anyway. When he
asked why, the answer was: “Because you told me to.” Marquet realized that while he had been trained for a different submarine, his crew had
been trained to do what they were told—a deadly combination. That’s when Marquet flipped the leadership model on its head and pushed for
leadership at every level. Turn the Ship Around! reveals how the Santa Fe skyrocketed from worst to first in the fleet by challenging the U.S.
Navy’s traditional leader-follower approach. Struggling against his own instincts to take control, he instead achieved the vastly more powerful
model of giving control to his subordinates, and creating leaders. Before long, each member of Marquet’s crew became a leader and assumed
responsibility for everything he did, from clerical tasks to crucial combat decisions. The crew became completely engaged, contributing their
full intellectual capacity every day. The Santa Fe set records for performance, morale, and retention. And over the next decade, a highly
disproportionate number of the officers of the Santa Fe were selected to become submarine commanders. Whether you need a major change of
course or just a tweak of the rudder, you can apply Marquet’s methods to turn your own ship around.
Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, 2nd Ed
Balancing Performance and Accountability
BUNDLE: Northouse: Leadership 5e + Northouse: Introduction to Leadership 2e + Northouse: Introduction to Leadership Interactive eBook 2e
Leadership + Introduction to Leadership, 4th Ed.
Introduction to Leadership Interactive EBook
Key Concepts in Leadership
We offer these texts bundled together at a discount for your students. Northouse, Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, 2e "Introduction to
Leadership: Concepts and Practice demonstrates Northouse's depth and breadth of experience as an academician and consultant. He is patently
passionate about communicating not only the essence of leadership but the manner in which thoughtful leadership can transform people, communities,
and organizations." -Journal of Leadership Studies Providing practical strategies for becoming a better leader, this bestselling book includes interactive
elements to help students apply leadership concepts to their own lives. Fullan, All Systems Go: The Change Imperative for Whole System Reform A
powerful approach to sustainable school system change that involves all stakeholders! Changing whole education systems for the better, as measured by
student achievement, requires coordinated leadership at the school, community, district, and government levels. Based on Michael Fullan's work with
school districts and large systems in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada, this resource lays out a comprehensive action plan for achieving
whole system reform. System-wide reform becomes possible when educational leaders build collective capacity and where individual teachers, schools,
and districts are committed to working together to increase their effectiveness, rather than competing against one another. This book examines:
Successful reform initiatives in the United States and abroad Actions and conditions that have ensured traction and sustainability Ways to avoid common
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errors in action, funding, and policy New reforms at the national level that can impact learning right now All Systems Go shows educators what must be
done to strip away distractions and move an entire system forward.
The first book to bring together both leadership and change theories, concepts, and processes, Leading Change in Multiple Contexts uses a consistent
framework and the latest research to help readers understand and apply the concepts and practices of leading change. Key Features Brings together
leadership and change concepts and practices in five distinct contexts—organizational, community, political, social change, and global Draws from a
wide range of classic and recent scholarship from multiple disciplines Includes the perspectives of change and leadership experts Offers real-life
vignettes that provide examples of leading change in every context Provides readers with application and reflection exercises that allow them to apply
leadership and change concepts to their experiences Leading Change in Multiple Contexts is designed for undergraduate and graduate courses in Change
Management, Leadership, Organizational Behavior, Organizational Development, and Leadership and Change offered in departments of business,
education, communication, and public administration, as well as programs focusing on leadership, public policy, community activism, and social change.
Leadership is crucial to the success of any organisation. But how can one seek to most effectively develop the leadership ability of both themselves, and
others? How should one define leadership? Are great leaders born or made? This text addresses such fundamental questions via a comprehensive and
critical approach to the discussion of key leadership theories. The text encourages the reader to consider the role of both follower and leader in the
leadership process, and to recognise the emergence of both effective, and destructive, leadership. Each chapter features 'Expert Insights' on leadership,
written by leaders in their respective fields. These insights offer the reader a valuable real-world perspective of leadership that enriches the abstract
theory covered in each chapter. The provision of case studies, examples and supplementary online material provide the effective delivery of both
undergraduate and postgraduate lectures and workshops, and self-guided study. A concluding chapter that focuses on the development of one’s selfleadership ultimately facilitates a comprehensive introduction to what is at once a seductive, complex, transformative and alluring topic.
In this fully updated Eight Edition of Leadership: Theory and Practice, a new chapter on Followership examines the central role followers play in the
leadership process and unpacks the characteristics of both effective and ineffective followers. The new edition also includes a new Ethical Leadership
Style Questionnaire and new coverage on the dark side of leadership and destructive leadership. Adopted at more than 1600 institutions in 89 countries
and translated into 13 different languages, this market-leading text successfully combines an academically robust account of the major theories and
models of leadership with an accessible style and special emphasis on how leadership theory can inform leadership practice. Peter G. Northouse uses a
consistent structure for each chapter, allowing students to easily compare and contrast the various theories. Case studies and questionnaires provide
students with practical examples and opportunities to deepen their personal understanding of their own leadership.
Dare to Lead
Concepts and Practices in Organizational, Community, Political, Social, and Global Change Settings
Concepts and Practice / the Inspiring Future for Educational Change
The Art of Educational Leadership
Bundle: Northouse, Introduction to Leadership 4e + Northouse, Introduction to Leadership 4e Interactive EBook
Introduction to Leadership + The Fourth Way
Introduction to LeadershipConcepts and PracticeSAGE Publications
Managing a modern public health system requires skills drawn from diverse fields including business,
education, and government. Essentials of Management and Leadership in Public Health offers public health
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students broad exposure to the interdisciplinary skills and knowledge needed to effectively manage and lead
public health organizations today. This book covers the full spectrum of essential competencies required to
manage public health organizations, from communication and cultural proficieny to leadership, relationship
building, ethics, and program planning.
Custom Edition Forbes School of Business and Technology
From Good to Great Performance
Exploring Leadership
Health Communication
The Leader in Me
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